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WILLIAM STAFFORD: A SYMPOSIUM
This symposium is a seventy-fifth birthday celebration for a
marvelous poet and admirable human being. It was first sug-
gested to us by Tom Andrews, a young poet who is one of the
participants. Our subject didn^t publish his first collection ( Wrst of
Your City, 1960) until he was forty-five, but that book was the
work of a very distinctive and fully formed poet. In the thirty
years that have followed, William Stafford has produced an im-
pressive body of work, confirming his identity as a poet of re-
markable consistency and surprising range.
Bill Stafford has been a steady and faithful contributor over
the twenty years of this magazine's existence. He led off our first
issue with three poems ("Nature Walk," "Bring the North, and
"People Who Went By in Winter") and his spirit may well have
helped us find our name: FIELD is both open and understated in a
way that he would readily understand. An early essay he con-
tributed, "A Way of Writing," has been reprinted more times
than anyone can count, and he has generously split with us every
single fee collected for those reprintings. We can expect, two or
three times a year, a sizable batch of poems for consideration, and
we can also rely on the sender's being equally cheerful about re-
jections and acceptances.
It isn't just a way of writing that Stafford represents for the
many poets who count themselves friends and admirers. It's a
way of being: of being an artist in an often philistine culture;
being a midwesterner and a westerner without rancor in a coun-
try where too much weight still goes with being in or from the
east; being a concerned and committed citizen without resort to
shrillness, dogma or partisanship; and being alive with an unpre-
tentious sense of how precious that state of affairs can be.
Som.e writers would seem venerable when they got to be 75,
sages and gurus. With Stafford, one still feels, reading his poems,
"Why, he'll try anything!" and of the man one says, "Why, he's
just exactly like he always was." So the birthday is more an ex-
cuse than a point of arrival. Stafford's march of time is more like
an ongoing dance.
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AT THE BOMB TESTING SITE
At noon in the desert a panting lizard
waited for history, its elbows tense,
watching the curve of a particular road
as if something might happen.
It was looking at something farther off
than people could see, an important scene
acted in stone for little selves
at the flute-end of consequence.
There was just a continent without much on it,
under a sky that never cared less.
Ready for a change, the elbows waited.
The hands gripped hard on the desert.
8
Charles Simic
"AT THE BOMB TESTING SITE"
A political poem in which not a single political statement is
made, what Stafford himself calls more "nonapparently political
than apparently political."
Let me quote Nietzsche here: "The consequence of reverie
which would borrow from intelligence the means to force upon
the world its folly . . . We are a race committed to the test of the
act, hence pledged to the bloodiest fate."
In poetry a choice is made about the part that will represent
the whole. Form, in its deepest sense, is selection. True form is
the product of an extraordinary vision.
There's a lizard at the bomb testing site. The poem is an at-
tempt to measure everything according to the duration and in-
tensity of that little life.
A "weasel-worded" poem.
The naked world. The innocent lizard. A most primitive
form of life. Ugly. Expendable — like those laboratory animals
stuck inside a maze under the bright lights.
One assumes they're afraid too.
"How pure and great must be the cause for which so much
blood is spilled," says Aleksandar Wat.
For now, just the timeless moment. Just the lizard, the des-
ert. He s panting, trembling a little. Think of Elizabeth Bishop's
Armadillo, the fire raining on him . . . That will come later.
History is marching . . . Or, History is a throw of the
dice . . .
The poem is an attempt to convey certain old premonitions.
The first lizard knew the world will end some day.
And at the heart of it — Incomprehension! Bewilderment!
Out there, perhaps, scratched in stone, there's the match-
stick figure of the Indian humpbacked flute player. He is
surrounded by other match-stick figures. They are enacting a
scene, a sacred dance . . .
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The sphinx is watching. An American sphinx waiting for
history. The hands grip hard, so we are on the very verge. It is the
instant in which all past and all future wait suspended.
One should speak of Stafford's disappearing acts. As in
"Traveling Through the Dark," he leaves us at the most crucial
moments. At the end of his great poems we are always alone,
their fateful acts and their consequences now our own to con-
sider.
Solitude as an absolute, the only one.
The heavens above couldn't care less. The poet asks the phi-
losopher in us to consider the world in its baffling presence.
An American sphinx in the desert of our spirit. Let us keep
asking her questions.
In the meantime, we can say with Heidegger that poems
such as this one open the largest view of the earth, sky, mortals
and their true and false gods.
W
THINKING FOR BERKY
In the late night listening from bed
I have joined the ambulance or the patrol
screaming toward some drama, the kind of end
that Berky must have some day, if she isn't dead.
The wildest of all, her father and mother cruel,
farming out there beyond the old stone quarry
where highschool lovers parked their lurching cars,
Berky learned to love in that dark school.
Early her face was turned away from home
toward any hardworking place; but still her soul,
with terrible things to do, was alive, looking out
for the rescue that — surely, some day — would have to come.
Windiest nights, Berky, I have thought for you,
and no matter how lucky IVe been IVe touched wood.
There are things not solved in our town though tomorrow
came:
there are things time passing can never make come true.
We live in an occupied country, misunderstood;
justice will take us millions of intricate moves.
Sirens will hunt down Berky, you survivors in your beds
listening through the night, so far and good.
Henry Taylor
MILLIONS OF INTRICATE MOVES
I
In 'Thinking for Berky/' many of the qualities that make
Stafford's poetry what it is are at their best. The meter, strictly
speaking, is unstable; some of the lines are iambic pentameter,
and others stray from that toward fourteen syllables, yet the
rhythmical rightness of each line is firmly there, not to be quar-
reled with. Similarly, the rhyme is the very opposite of insistent;
though the rhymes between the first and fourth lines of each
stanza are solid and true, there is enough between the rhymes to
keep them from being more than a gentle and mysterious re-
minder that this is utterance weighed and wrought. Within this
delicate scheme, the sentences move easily from immediate de-
scription to generalization and back again, the tone never modu-
lating beyond the conversational. And yet there is something
close to bravura in the calm statements of large truths: "there are
things time passing can never make come true," "justice will take
us millions of intricate moves."
Certain qualities of calmness and unpretentious gravity may
create the impression that this voice is not easily modulated, or
inclusive of various tones. But many of the qualities evident in
"Thinking for Berky" — discursiveness, directness, delicacy of
meter, specificity of description, definitiveness of general state-
ment — are to be found in "Adults Only," a recollection of an
evening at the state fair, in the tent reserved for the strip-tease
act. The poem begins with a general statement: "Animals own
a fur world;/people own worlds that are variously, pleasingly,
bare." The rest of the stanza recalls how those worlds came clear
to "us kids" the night they found themselves in that tent. The
poem ends:
Better women exist, no doubt, than that one,
and occasions more edifying, too, I suppose.
But we have to witness for ourselves what comes for us,
nor be distracted by barkers of irrelevant ware;
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and a pretty good world, I say, arrived that night
when that woman came farming right out of her clothes,
by God,
At the state fair.i
Certain lines in this stanza — the first two, the last four —
are quite clearly different from anything in 'Thinking for
Berky"; they are looser, more conversational. But only a few of
the words — "pretty good," for example — are foreign to the
diction of the other poem. The use of the word farming in each
poem is indicative of Stafford's unusual sensitivity to context: in
"Thinking for Berky" the word has a hard and desperate sound,
as if the parents farmed mostly with sickles and whips. In "Adults
Only" the word is quirky but exact: the woman comes rolling out
of her clothes like a combine out of a wheat field.
Along the spectrum from pure conversation to elaborate or-
atory, Stafford's poems occupy a relatively narrow range. But his
acquaintance with that zone, and his sense of what context can
yield, seem to have been, from the beginning, more than suffi-
cient to the creation of explosions which many other poets would
expend far more energy to bring about.
Stafford's first collection. West of Your City (1960), was pub-
lished in an elegant limited edition by a small press; except for a
few poems which have been widely anthologized, and fourteen
which were reprinted in The Rescued Year, the work in it was un-
available for several years, until the appearance of Stories That
Could Be True: New and Collected Poems (1977), which reprints Staf-
ford's first two books, and three others: The Rescued Year (1966),
Allegiances (1970), and Someday, Maybe (1973). West of Your City
turns out to be a first book of great maturity, distinctiveness, and
understated power; Stafford, it seems, is among those rare poets
who do not publish a book before they have hit their stride. We
1. William Stafford, Stories That Could Be True: New cwd Collected Poems (New
\ork:Harper &Row, 1977),p. 93. Subsequent citations of this book will be made
in the text, to Stories and a page number; quotations from other collections, all
published by Harper & Row, will be identified in the text and followed by a page
number.
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are in clanger now of taking Stafford's particular stride for
granted, but it must have been earned courageously; most of the
noisier proponents of this or that way of writing poems in the
1950s would have been reluctant to embrace these quiet, durable
poems. In meters that are never too insistent, yet never out of
control, the poems in West of Your City record the observations of a
questing spirit — evoking the past, revealing in the present many
small but significant signs of where we are, and heading west-
ward, into the future. The tone is discursive, the diction conver-
sational, but everywhere in these poems shines Stafford's amaz-
ing gift for arranging ordinary words into resonant truth and
mystery: "Wherever we looked the land would hold us up."
Though West of Your City was out of print before it came to
wide attention. Traveling Through the Dark (1962) immediately es-
tablished Stafford as a poet of rare gifts and unusual productiv-
ity. As the citation of the poetry judges for the National Book
Award put it, "William Stafford's poems are clean, direct and
whole. They are both tough and gentle; their music knows the
value of silence." True enough; and one is then awe-struck to
realize that these splendid poems — seventy-six of them, enough
for two collections — were published only two years after West of
Your City. As James Dickey once said, poetry appears not only to
be the best way for Stafford to say what he wants to say, but also
to be the easiest. This may be an exaggeration, but it is true that
even in the most casual of circumstances, Stafford's utterances
can have the distinctive and memorable flavor of his poetry, as
when he closes a letter, "So long — I look toward seeing you
everywhere."
In Traveling Through the Dark, the major advance over the first
book is in breadth of tone. Looking at the ways in which his
poems can break into humor, I begin to think that Stafford has a
talent, never quite indulged, for self-parody. He is attuned to the
effects he can create, and so sensitive to various modes of sur-
prise, that even within a restricted range of word choices, he can
be haunting, wistful, or slyly humorous.
In The Rescued Year, there are many poems which surprise
only because they did not exist before; they are otherwise very
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much like Stafford's earlier work. As he says at the end of
"Believer,"
You don't hear me yell to test the quiet or try to shake
the wall, for I understand that the wrong sound
weakens
what no sound could ever save, and I am the one
to live by the hum. that shivers till the world can sing:
—
May my voice hover and wait for fate,
when the right note shakes everything. {Stories, p. 123)
But if the poems continue to sound exactly like the poems his
earlier work led us to expect, there are among the subjects of
these poems a few matters which Stafford had not previously
staked out as his kind of territory. The title poem, longer and
more leisurely than most of Stafford's earlier poems, is a fine
evocation of a year of happiness lived in his youth, when his fa-
ther had a job in another town, and moved the family there. In
"Following the Markings of Dag Hammarskjold: A Gathering of
Poems in the Spirit of His Life and Writings," Stafford fashions a
moving long sequence of related poems, the more valuable be-
cause they do not depend too heavily on the inspiration acknowl-
edged in the title. And in "The Animal That Drank Up Sound," he
creates a myth of remarkable freshness, which has yet the flavor
of folklore that m.akes it sound ancient. The first part of the poem
tells how the animal came down and swallowed the sounds of the
earth, until at last all sound was gone, and he starved. In the
second section, a cricket, who had been hiding when the animal
came by, awoke to a heavy stillness, and with one tentative
sound, brought everything back:
It all returned, our precious world with its life and
sound,
where sometimes loud over the hill the moon,
wild again, looks for its animal to roam, still,
down out of the hills, any time.
But somewhere a cricket waits.
It listens now, and practices at night. {Stories, p. 147)
The boldness of this poem and others in The Rescued Year is
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carried forward into Allegiances and Someday, Maybe. The strain of
odd metaphor against discursive diction is rewardingly increased:
"He talked like an old gun killing buffalo,/and in what he said a
giant was trying to get out."
As always, any observation might start a poem, but in Alle-
giances Stafford seems freer to let the observation go either as far
as necessary, or to let it stop when it should. Several of these
poems are tiny, fragmentary, but complete, like "Note":
straw, feathers, dust —
little things
but if they all go one way,
that's the way the wind goes. (Stories, p. 181 )
Sometimes these small observations are gathered in bunches
under one title, like "Brevities" or "Religion Back Home." In these
clusters of short poems, the tension between their disparateness,
and their being gathered under one title, reminds us of Stafford's
sense of his vocation: "The world speaks everything to us. /It is
our only friend."
More and more often in Allegiances and Someday, Maybe, Staf-
ford evokes the spirits of those whose ancestors lived here before
white people came. "People of the South Wind," for example, is a
mythic explanation of where a person's breath goes after he dies;
the tone is radically conversational, even for Stafford, but the
effect is, magically, dignified. And the title poem of Someday,
Maybe, "The Eskimo National Anthem," recalls a song, "Al-eena,
Al-wona," that echoes often through the speaker's daily life. The
phrase is translated as "Someday, Maybe." (A small misfortune
has befallen the version of the poem in Stories: "Someday" is mis-
printed as "Somebody.") The poem ends with the observation
that the song might be to blame if the speaker's life never
amounts to anything, though it is a comforting keepsake. The
paradox is gracefully concealed; it is hardly possible, in the poetic
world of William Stafford, to notice so much, and still live a life
that amounts to nothing.
The gathering of previously uncollected poems. Stories That
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Could Be True, extends the range of Stafford's apparently bound-
less empathy. Many of the speakers in these poems are not the
observer, but the thing observed — wind, seeds, trees, ducks —
and they speak of how things are with them, in a voice that is of
course truly Stafford's, but which is profoundly convincing; it is a
lively extension of the myth-making tendency that began to be
displayed in The Rescued Year. It is also noteworthy that in these
more recent poems, Stafford often permits himself a strictness of
meter and rhyme that is rare in his earlier work. He has usually
preferred to suggest a form rather than commit himself fully to
it; but there are poems here whose simplicity, memorability, and
charm are like the verses people who speak English have had in
their heads from childhood. It takes a lifetime of thoughtful and
wide-ranging work to arrive at the stage where one can write a
miniature masterpiece like "At the Playground," which in its way
can speak for what Stafford has been up to all along, and for what
he has been looking for in the books he has published since:
Away down deep and away up high,
a swing drops you into the sky.
Back, it draws you away down deep,
forth, it flings you in a sweep
all the way to the stars and back
— Goodby, Jill; Goodby, Jack:
shuddering climb wild and steep,
away up high, away down deep. {Stories, p. 11)
II
In the past few years, Stafford has published a number of
prose pieces about how his poems come to be. Many of these have
been collected in Writing the Australian Crawl (1978) and You Must
Revise Your Life (1986), both published in the University of Michi-
gan s Poets on Poetry series. It is widely recognized by now that
Stafford presents himself as a poet for whom the process is in
many ways more important than the product. He wants an
openness to any possibility during the initial stages of— I almost
said composition. He is therefore suspicious of technique, especially
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if it is used for its own sake, or used to force a poem in a pre-
conceived direction. His rhetorical stance toward these matters is
exemplified in '"Some Notes on Writing," a prose statement at the
beginning of his most recent collection of poems. An Oregon Mes-
sage (1987):
My poems are organically grown, and it is my habit
to allow language its own freedom and confidence. The
results will sometimes bewilder conservative readers
and hearers, especially those who try to control all
emergent elements in discourse for the service of prede-
termined ends.
Each poem is a miracle that has been invited to
happen. But these words, after they come, you look at
what's there. Why these? Why not some calculated
careful contenders? Because these chosen ones must
survive as they were made, by the reckless impulse of a
fallible but susceptible person. I must be willingly falli-
ble in order to deserve a place in the realm where mira-
cles happen.
Writing poems is living in that realm. Each poem is
a gift, a surprise that emerges as itself and is only later
subjected to order and evaluation, (p. 10)
As direct as these paragraphs seem, there are certain ques-
tions which they do not quite answer. Is Stafford describing a
process like automatic writing? Language must have "its own
freedom and confidence," and "after they come," by "reckless im-
pulse," the words "must survive as they were made." This is cer-
tainly suggestive of a method which involves little in the way of
revision. On the other hand, the poems are "later subjected to
order and evaluation," whatever "order" might mean here.
In "A Way of Writing," one of the essays collected in Writing
the Australian Crawl, Stafford notes that others
' talk about skills
in writing." He goes on to explain his difficulty with the concept:
Without denying that I do have experience, wide read-
ing, automatic orthodoxies and maneuvers of various
kinds, I still must insist that I am often baffled about
what "skill" has to do with the precious little area of
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confusion when I do not know what I am going to say
and then I find out what I am going to say. That precious
interval I am unable to bridge by skill. . . . Skill? If so,
it is a skill we all have, something we learned before the
age of three or four. (p. 19)
It is statements like that last one, taken out of context some-
times, admittedly, by Stafford himself — which have recently
given rise to the notions that Stafford wants all poems to be
equally valued, that writing teachers should not evaluate student
work, and that a kind of open basking in possibility is more im-
portant than any talk of how to make a poem better than it is.
''Well," we hear the teacher saying, "this might show us some-
thing important. Next?" I ponder the Zen of workshopping, the
guru as wise ignoramus.
Again. In an interview with Cynthia Lofsness (Writing the
Australian Crawl) Stafford speaks suspiciously of technique:
It's not a technique, it's a kind of stance to take toward
experience, or an attitude to take toward immediate
feelings and thoughts while you're writing. That seems
important to me, but technique is something I believe I
would like to avoid, (p. 98)
In conversation on various occasions since that interview, which
was first published in 1972, Stafford has said similar things; but
in those contexts, the interviewer's definition of technique, in-
cluded in her question, has not always been present as a back-
ground: "I would define technique as a belief on the part of the
poet that there are certain rules or forms into which his ideas
must be channeled for proper expression. A belief that there is a
proper 'framework,' into which he must fit his specific feel-
ings. . . ."
It is instructive to note the extremism of the positions Staf-
ford opposes when he talks about these things. In one case, we
have the desire to control absolutely every impulse, to work ev-
erything toward a predetermined effect or end; in another, we
have a belief in rules, in a proper framework. The first method is
obsessive, the second oversimplified and ignorant. Of course
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these ways of trying to write poems are doomed; and of course it
is better to be ready for surprises. More conservative voices than
Stafford's have been heard to say, for example, that a poem glides
on its own melting, like a piece of ice on a hot stove, or that poetry
should come as naturally as leaves to a tree.
Perhaps Stafford is increasingly concerned to address the
notion that all one needs to be a poet is to learn the things that are
taught in writing classes. It may be that his own extraordinarily
prolific output has often brought him questioners who want to
know exactly how he does it. It is certain that he falls rather easily
into moods that inspire him to easily misunderstood pronounce-
ments; he says what he means, most of the time, but the most
audible part of what he says is the more radical part. In the pas-
sage about "skill" above, for example, he is careful to establish
that he has "experience, wide reading, automatic orthodoxies
and maneuvers of various kinds."
In a couple of passages from You Must Revise Your Life there are
useful examples, first of the haste with which Stafford can some-
times say things which his poems contradict, and second, of the
ease and friendliness with which he can discuss matters of great
technical importance. In a short piece about a short poem,
"Where 'Yellow Cars' Comes From," there are these sentences
about sound:
As for sound, I live in one great bell of sound when do-
ing a poem; and I like how the syllables do-si-do along. I
am not after rhyme — so limited, so mechanical. No, I
want all the syllables to be in there like a school of fish,
flashing, relating to other syllables in other words (even
words not in this poem, of course), fluently carrying the
reader by subliminal felicities all the way to the limber
last line. (p. 44)
The paragraph begins with the general and modulates toward
the specific poem, but the dismissal of rhyme sounds general.
A few pages later, in another essay about the same poem, he
writes:
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And line breaks, too, happen along. By now, in my writ-
ing, many considerations occur to me in jotting down
even first hints of a poem. I like to feel patterns
number of stresses, multi-unstressed or few-unstressed
sound units, lines that carry over and make a reader
reach a bit, pauses in the line that come at varying, help-
ful places: early in the line, middle of the line, later in the
line. But I make the lines be the way they are by welcom-
ing opportunities that come to me, not by having a pat-
tern in mind. (p. 47)
If we think of technique, not as some rigid belief in proper
frameworks and rules, but as a partial and growing understand-
ing of an enormous array of verbal effects and opportunities,
some of them traditional and some of them more nearly un-
precedented, then it becomes harder to entertain the idea that
Stafford cares much less about it than Richard Wilbur does.
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In the light of these remarks, it is useful to look more closely
at 'Thinking for Berky," and at one or two poems from Stafford's
most recent collections. A sense of Stafford's skill, or technique,
or outrageous good fortune, is barely suggested in the brief met-
rical description at the beginning of this essay.
For some readers, the metrical question will be difficult; for
even more doctrinaire readers, it will be easy, or nonexistent.
There are respectable people, in the school of ].V. Cunningham,
who believe that lines either exemplify a strict meter, or that
they do not, and that a mixture of both kinds of line in one poem
is some sort of default on the contract. But Stafford has arrived
at the contract, if any, with nearly evasive tact: the meter of the
first three lines is so far from firmly established that it is purely a
matter of opinion where to place stresses among the syllables
"must have some" in the fourth. Yet, even veering as they do
between nine and twelve syllables, and between four and six
stresses, the first four lines arrive satisfyingly at their ends, and
at the rhyme. Much of the satisfaction emerges almost unnoticed
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from rhymes and echoes elsewhere than at the ends of lines:
joined-kind-end, screaming-drama, the march of four I sounds proceed-
ing from beginning to end of words in the first two lines.
This kind of local sonic richness continues throughout the
poem, even as a larger net is also being cast, to make connections
among stanzas by means of end-words not included in the ''offi-
cial'' rhyme scheme {patrol-soul, both connecting with the second
stanza's rhymes; come-came; wood-misunderstood), and over the whole
poem by the echo between bed and beds, and the repetition of listen-
ing and night in the first and final lines. ^ Meanwhile, another as-
pect of the poem's rhythmical balance is maintained by the ten-
sion between lengthening lines and shortening sentences.
Stafford's prose remarks seem intended to forestall the con-
clusion that these kinds of things are always calculated. Very in-
experienced readers often want to know how many of a poem's
effects could have been planned, and most practitioners know
that many are not. But most practitioners also know that think-
ing about such matters, in one's own poems and in others', is a
useful way to deepen acquaintance with them, and to grow to-
ward recognizing them when an unpressurized knowledge, dis-
guised as good luck, brings them into the lines we are writing.
The convergence of impulses — from the tradition and from
the individual train of thought — can even result in a sonnet. The
discovery that a sonnet is under way is usually made before all
the rhymes are in place, so some searching and rephrasing must
usually be done. During that process, I imagine, Stafford might
constantly weigh the effects of either staying with tradition, or
noticeably departing from it, perhaps to the point that strict
readers might decide that the result is not a sonnet. Here, for
example, is "Seeing and Perceiving," from A Glass Face in the Rain
(1982):
You learn to like the scene that everything
in passing loans to you — a crooked tree
2. For a while in the early 1970s, Stafford read this poem aloud, and autho-
rized reprinting it, with a slightly different last line: "While in the
night you lie, so
far and good." It has admirable qualities, but Stafford had reverted to
the original
ending by the time he assembled Stories That Could Be True.
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syncopated upward branch by pre-
established branch, its pattern suddening
as you study it; or a piece of string
forwarding itself, that straight knot so free
you puzzle slowly at its form (you see
intricate but fail at simple); or a wing,
the lost birds trailing home.
These random pieces begin to dance at night
or when you look away. You cling to them
for form, the only way that it will come
to the fallible: little bits of light
reflected by the sympathy of sight, (p. 46)
I believe it is possible to be drawn into this poem, to follow its
sentences with enough absorption not to notice rhyme until the
final couplet. It is unusual to find a sonnet, or near-sonnet, in
which the form itself does not seem to constitute much in the
way of a statement; these days, to elect the sonnet form is usually
to make a gesture with something behind it. Here, the form
seems gradually to evolve, as it might "cornel to the fallible," so
that the short ninth line has a rightness that outweighs its failure
to meet rigid expectation.
Rhyme is infrequent in Stafford's most recent collection. An
Oregon Message (1987). One of its more obtrusive manifestations
is in "Brother," a mysterious poem which defies literal para-
phrase:
Somebody came to the door that night.
"Where is your son, the one with the scar?"
No moon has ever shone so bright.
A bridge, a dark figure, and then the train —
"My son went away. I can't help you."
Many a clear night since then. And rain.
I was the younger, the one with the blood.
"You better tell Lefty what his brother done."
They went off cursing down the road.
A boy in the loft watching a star.
"Son, your big brother has saved your life."
He never came back, the one with the scar. (p. 98)
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The difficulty of assembling the details into coherence is empha-
sized by the self-contained lines, each of which is resonant with
possibility. There is reference to what sounds like a threatening
encounter, and possibly some catastrophe; but the details hang in
the memory as they might in the mind of a traumatized victim of
imperfect recall. Because it borders on the incomprehensible, in
most prose senses of the term, the poem benefits immeasurably
from the added mystery of regular rhyme. A line such as the
fourth, with its assortment of three images which could add up in
several ways concluding in departure, death, or rescue, becomes
one of twelve beads on a string, attractive in itself; the same is
true of the seventh, in which the phrase 'The one with the blood"
could suggest several paraphrases. The poem is reminiscent of
certain ballads, like "Sir Patrick Spens," from which such usual
narrative elements as motivation are absent, so that the events
take on a stark necessity.
Some readers have called Stafford's poetry "simple," as if it
had failed to comprehend our civilization's great variety and
complexity. But the simplicity exemplified in "Brother" is exactly
the kind that makes for complexity in contemporary life. None of
us knows enough, it seems. William Stafford's many ways of re-
minding us of that, and of offering consolation, constitute one of
the most secure and solid of recent poetic achievements.
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WITH KIT, AGE 7, AT THE BEACH
We would climb the highest dune,
from there to gaze and come down:
the ocean was performing;
we contributed our climb.
Waves leapfrogged and came
straight out of the storm.
What should our gaze mean?
Kit waited for me to decide.
Stand on such a hill,
what would you tell your child?
That was an absolute vista.
Those waves raced, far and cold.
"How far could you swim. Daddy,
in such a storm?"
"As far as was needed," I said,
and as I talked, I swam.
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Jonathan Holden
''WITH KIT, AGE 7, AT THE BEACH"
It was 1964 when I first encountered Stafford's little lyric
"With Kit, Age 7, at the Beach," and I immediately liked it, espe-
cially the turn which its last line takes; but it wasn't until years
later, rereading Martin Heidegger's Introduction to Metaphysics, that
I could say that I had grasped the gist of the poem's argument, an
argument built into the poem's very structure. The last time I
saw Bill Stafford himself — at the Port Townsend Writers con-
ference in July 1987, where we were both on the staff — I asked
him if he had read the Heidegger. He said he hadn't, and this
pleased me, because it meant that Stafford and Heidegger had
independently discovered the same metaphysical ground. Or,
put it more precisely: they had discovered, on their own, strik-
ingly similar metaphors by which to illuminate the same ontolog-
ical vantage point, structures subtle enough to convince me that,
as with mathematics, there are certain kinds of subject matter
which can be accurately named (or "measured") only by means of
certain metaphors. It is impossible, for example, to make certain
kinds of scientific measurements — say to describe accurately, or
even to define the meaning of the rate of acceleration of a particle
—without a differential equation. It is similarly impossible to
dramatize certain kinds of experience — say ontological intui-
tions — with utilizing the imagery and the structure of lyric.
What was especially pleasing about this "accidental" similar-
ity between the Heidegger and the Stafford texts was that it con-
stituted evidence that metaphysical intuition (and the metaphors
to express it) is not, as it might sometimes appear to be, entirely
subjective. Poetic metaphor, like the calculus, like Chemistry,
constitutes a body of knowledge.
The fundamental issue Heidegger grapples with in his Intro-
duction he sets forth as follows:
Why are there essents . . .? Why, that is to say, on
what ground? from what source does the essent derive?
on what ground does it stand? . . . The question aims
at the ground of what is insofar as it is. To seek the
ground is to try to get at the bottom.
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A little later, Heidegger approaches this book's main question
phenomenologically, by means of imagery:
How does it stand with being? . . . We hear the flying
bird, even though strictly speaking we should say: a
grouse is nothing audible, it is no manner of tone that
fits into a scale. And so it is with the other senses. We
touch velvet, silk; we see them directly as this or that
kind of essent, the one different from the other. Where-
in lies and wherein consists being? ... Is it situated
anywhere at all?
Heidegger's quest for "being," like all religious quests, is for the
Absolute, and with this word — "the Absolute"— in mind we are
equipped to read Staffoid's "With Kit. . . ."
The first two stanzas set the scene of a dramatic lyric —
father and son climb a dune, to get a vantage point from which to
observe the world — and they end in a question, "What should
our gaze mean?" In the third stanza, with "such [my italics] a hill,"
the poem takes on allegorical overtones, and there is posed the
word "absolute," on which the poem turns — a word which ret-
roactively is going to be, in the context of the poem's final word,
"swam," radically enriched. The "vista" spread out before the
viewers, a vista not unlike the 18th-century Sublime, is so grand,
so menacing, dwarfs the viewers so totally that it might as well be
an absolute vista, be mistaken for The Absolute. But the word
"absolute" is double. Its Latin origins, ab (from) + solvere (to set
free), suggest that the "absolute" is never out there in a vista like
the ocean seen from a dune. It is "set free" from any boundaries.
We are swimming in it now. We are it. In fact, the very literal
ground on which we are standing — "such a hill" — in order to
survey the world, no matter how "high," is inherently unstable:
it is a "dune." Terry Eagleton, in his paraphrase of Heidegger's
Being and Time, writes:
The world is not an object 'out there' to be rationally
analyzed, set over against a contemplative subject: it is
never something we can get outside of and stand over
against. We emerge as subjects from inside a reality
which we can never fully objectify, which encompasses
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both 'subject' and 'object', quite as much as we consti-
tute it.
This is superb paraphrase. But it is only paraphrase. It lacks the
agonized sense that we find in Heidegger of the philosophic mind
in the very process of attempting to clarify. It lacks the concrete-
ness, the drama, the sense of realization (through structural dis-
covery) that we find in Stafford's poem. If we compare the lucid-
ity of Stafford's poem to the turgidness of Heidegger, or compare
the narrative vision of Wordsworth's The Prelude to the psycho-
linguistic jargon of Jacques Lacan (who deals with the same
issues which Wordsworth does), we are tempted to conclude
that, when it comes to existential/phenomenological inquiry or
psycho-linguistic inquiry, achieved poetry is probably a mode of
discourse that is conspicuously superior to that of systematic
philosophy.
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WAKING AT 3 A.M.
Even in the cave of the night when you
wake and are free and lonely,
neglected by others, discarded, loved only
by what doesn't matter — even in that
big room no one can see,
you push with your eyes till forever
comes in its twisted figure eight
and lies down in your head.
You think water in the river;
you think slower than the tide in
the grain of the wood; you become
a secret storehouse that saves the country,
so open and foolish and empty.
You look over all that the darkness
ripples across. More than has ever
been found comforts you. You open your
eyes in a vault that unlocks as fast
and as far as your thought can run.
A great snug wall goes around everything,
has always been there, will always
remain. It is a good world to be
lost in. It comforts you. It is
all right. And you sleep.
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Margaret Atwood
"WAKING AT 3 A.M."
Many of William Stafford's poems seem to me to be devo-
tional in nature. But devotional in a muted, late-twentieth-
century mode. When you listen to a Stafford poem spoken (and
Stafford's is a poetry for the speaking voice, as distinct from the
chanting voice or the singing voice), you hear, among other
things, the other, earlier voices that may be shining through
from behind it. What I hear behind this poem is Protestant, even
Puritan, in tonality; a plainsong. There is something of the Henry
Vaughan of "Eternity,'' matter-of-factly seen as "a great ring of
pure and endless light"; the Blake of the "Songs"; George Her-
bert, with his metaphors for religious experience drawn from
commonplace objects; but all of these with the central object of
the devotional poem removed to a greater distance, made more
problematic, and shorn of its name, and the mode transmuted
from the ecstatic to the stoic.
The voice is serious, though personal and informal, like a
New England Puritan's spiritual journal — again, transposed to
our new sadder, less certain century. The speaker's notes to him-
self about how one remains alive; about the small affirmations
that can be wrung from the too-large, too-cold, too-remote uni-
verse that surrounds us and in which we feel ourselves cut adrift,
"free and lonely": a pairing familiar to us. Such small comforts
will have to do, because they are the best thing available under
the circumstances; and they may add up to a good deal, after all.
Not salvation, exactly. But more than might be expected.
If "Waking at 3 A.M." were a piece of music, it would be
(formally speaking) a congregational hymn, though sung by one
voice; if a building, it would be a white wooden meeting house.
But to say thata thing hasa plainness and simplicity of line is not
to say it lacks complexity or mystery. Often the simplest form is
also the most enigmatic. Take the egg.
Like many of Emily Dickinson's poems — which spring from
the same unornamented Protestant tradition — Waking at 3
A.M." proceeds by a series of riddles. These however are not so
obviously riddles, and not so obviously answered.
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The poem begins comprehensibly enough, with four lines
about the experience of being awake and alone in the middle of
the night. Fair enough, although we may pause to ask what sort
of loving things belong in the category of ''what doesn t matter.
The "big room no one can see" is any child's room at night, but
also the same as the "cave of night"; both are darkness, which
encloses without offering a limit to the eye. Darkness can be as
big as a room or as big as the sky, or as big as the impenetrably
dark universe. Although it is big, this darkness is claustrophobic
rather than comforting. It is the opposite of cosy.
But what are we to make of the next three lines?
. .
.
you push with your eyes till forever
comes in its twisted figure eight
and lies down in vour head.
Pushing with the eyes captures exactly the feeling of what we do,
with our eyes, in the dark. But what is this strange "twisted fig-
ure eight," and why is it the shape taken by "forever"?
A figure eight is the shape the Magician juggles with, in the
Tarot Pack, and is supposed in some interpretations to be a sym-
bol of Eternity. It is also the shape of the Mobius Strip, that co-
nundrum you can make by twisting a strip of paper once and
glueing the ends together, the property of which is that it has
only one side. Students are usually asked to prove this by run-
ning a finger along it; they find that their end is in their begin-
ning. It is the Celtic snake with its tail in its mouth. "Twisted"? It
does not exist in two planes, but in three; it's an eight taken by
top and bottom half and twisted so that it separates at the inter-
section of the halves and becomes a single line which runs
through three dimensions. It is imagined not as a static shape but
as a dynamic one — it is "forever" because it runs on forever,
around and around the line of the figure eight.
The next two images are suggested naturally by this flowing
"forever": the water flowing in the river, and the "tide" in the
grain of the wood. (Trees have tides, as their sap travels up in
spring and down in fall.) Through contemplating this flowing
motion, the meditator becomes a kind of space — not a "cave" or a
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“big room/' but a “storehouse." But what about this “secret
storehouse that saves the country/so open and foolish and
empty"? How can a storehouse with nothing in it, not even wis-
dom — for it is “foolish" — save anything? And yet, we are told,
the “country" is saved. Someone other than the meditator is
saved; or something, because “country" can mean both a collec-
tivity of nationals and an expanse of land.
Perhaps the storehouse (which is also the speaker) has the
power to save because it is open; “foolish" (from the worldly point
of view) because it has given all away; empty, because what was
once in it has gone for the general welfare. “Secret," because its
gifts were given in silence, and because they were held back until
all other resources had been used up. Perhaps in the background
of this paradoxical image are Pharoah's storehouses in the Biblical
story of Joseph in Egypt, which held supplies stored up against
famine, and were opened and emptied in time of extreme need.
So the flowing figure eight of “forever" and the flow of river
and tree move into a vision of another kind of flow— the flow of
giving, which always moves out and away from the giver. The
night meditator feels the flow of eternity moving through him,
outward, towards the world. He becomes a vehicle — an empty
space, because emptied; and empty also because one must be
empty in order to receive such a flow, spiritual emptiness being a
precondition for the reception of the mystical experience, as
mystics from all faiths have testified.
In the third stanza the meditator experiences the result of
his spiritual openness. “More than has ever/ been found arrives,
to replace his initial feeling of being lost; the immensity of the
universe, its inexhaustibility, its unnameability — it is just
“more" — become a source of comfort rather than a trigger for
Cartesian fears. The closed "cave" and “room" images, having
transmuted themselves into the “secret storehouse, transform
again, into an ever-expanding “vault that unlocks as fast/ and as
far as your thought can run."
As soon as this space has opened, it becomes closed again,
although in a very different way. It is now “snug," and the loneli-
ness and abandonment of the opening lines have been changed to
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a sense of security and comfort. ''It is/ a good world to be/ lost in,"
partly because the speaker is not truly lost but cradled within a
"great snug wall," which is apprehended as permanent.
The speaker is no longer orphaned, unloved, but parented by
the universe, as the end of the poem makes clear. The last three
lines have the simplicity and trust of a child's bedtime prayer. "It
comforts you" and "It is/all right"— the second being what every
mother says, more or less, after a child's nightmare — render the
enclosing universe maternal and tender. The childlikeness of the
speaker, both as the initial orphan and as the protected child of
the last lines, is reinforced by the scarcity of adjectives, and the
choice of very plain ones: big, secret, great, snug, good.
Incidentally, there are only two lines that don't rhyme (or
off-rhyme) with other lines in the poem, the ones terminating
with "head" and "sleep," and of these, "head" is a concealed off-
rhyme with "tide in." So the last line of the poem does not con-
nect back to any of the previous lines, and does not complete a
sound pattern. Instead it seems to point to something unfinished,
beyond the poem — to some other rhyme that will come later.
This poem is both an account of meditation and an object of
meditation itself. It does not merely lay out the result of the ex-
perience, it forces the reader to undergo the process by attempt-
ing to solve the riddles it poses. As with a New England meeting
house, it presents us with basic materials, elegantly put together.
And what you see, at first, is by no means all you get.
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ASK ME
Some time when the river is ice ask me
mistakes I have made. Ask me whether
what I have done is my life. Others
have come in their slow way into
my thought, and some have tried to help
or to hurt: ask me what difference
their strongest love or hate has made.
I will listen to what you say.
You and I can turn and look
at the silent river and wait. We know
the current is there, hidden; and there
are comings and goings from miles away
that hold the stillness exactly before us.
What the river says, that is what 1 say.
Linda Fastan
"ASK ME"
Writing about poems is not something that I am comfortable
doing, so I have chosen Bill's poem "Ask Me" because it seems to
give me permission to be almost silent, to stand with him a mo-
ment quietly at the edge of the frozen river and to just wait.
In a way, this is something that I have been doing with him
for years. In the mornings, alone in my study, when the blank
page seems to stare malevolently up at me demanding a new
poem, I have so often turned to his work, almost any page of it in
any of his books. And I always find myself listening to a voice
seemingly simple, addressing simply the most urgent of matters.
("Ask me whether/what I have done is my life.") Miraculously,
and over and over again, I find myself wanting to engage with
that voice, to talk back to it, to put something down on the empty
page because he makes it seem at once so natural and so neces-
sary to do so.
I do not mean to analyze "Ask Me" or to speculate on the
answers to its several unanswerable questions. But I do want to
say that this is a quintessentially Stafford poem and that the
reader need go no further than the title itself to be invited in.
"Ask Me," the writer says, and how can we fail to do so?
From time to time I meet someone who speaks of Stafford's
poetry as kindly, benign, and full of homilies, and I am always
mystified. Are we talking about the same poetry? In this particu-
lar poem we stand at the edge of a frozen place and are asked to
contemplate some of the most devastating of possibilities. The
mistakes hinted at here are clearly not typing errors. The ac-
knowledgment that we may reach a place in our own lives
where the strongest love or hate, where human intention, may
not make any difference is one of the hardest things we have to
think about, one of the most terrifying. This is only partly mit-
igated here, after a stanza break, by the possible comfort of
shared conversation, by the possibility of some kind of eventual
thaw.
American literature and landscape are full of rivers, and Wil-
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liam Stafford is a very American poet. I won't speculate on
whether these rivers are meant to stand for time or for the con-
tinuum of human life — analyze a river and you are in danger of
ending up with hydrogen, oxygen, and assorted proteins. But I
think it would be fair to say that much of the characterization of
the river in this poem could also be a prescription for what a poem
should be, what a Stafford poem so often is: a simple surface with
hidden currents underneath, with comings and goings from
miles away, and there right on the page, the stillness exactly before
us, and the italics here are mine. "What the river says, that is
what I say," the poet tells us.
I am deeply grateful to William Stafford not only because he
himself will always listen to what you have to say but because he
has rescued me time after time not only from the silence of the
empty page but, with his wisdom and support, from the far more
serious silence of desperation. What difference has his love




To know the other world you turn
your hand the way a bird finds angles
of the wind: what the wing feels
pours off your hand. Things invisible
come true, and you can tell. But are
there shy realities we cannot prove?
Your hand can make the sign — but begs for
more than can be told: even the world
can't dive fast enough to know that other world.
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Tom Andrews
GLIMPSES INTO SOMETHING EVER LARGER
Anyone writing about William Stafford's poems has Staf-
ford's uncanny example to aspire to. He has been so straightfor-
ward about his work, has said so many useful things (especially in
the two University of Michigan Press books. Writing the Australian
Crawl and You Must Revise Your Life), that I almost wonder if we
shouldn't ask him to engage the poems celebrated in this sympo-
sium. He has also made it clear what he thinks about the practice
of criticism — it's "like boiling a watch to find out what makes it
tick." And, in a characteristic turn, he has offered a shrewd anal-
ysis of praise:
You need to watch out, or a follower will
praise you, and the stumbles you need for your life
will be harder to take.
Still, I suspect Stafford wouldn't want his comments to get in the
way of a "reckless encounter" with one of his poems; at least I'll
assume that as I try to clarify what I find so valuable about
"Knowing."
The story goes that when Kurt Godel was a child his insa-
tiable curiosity prompted his parents to nickname him "Mr. Why."
When I ran across that anecdote recently in a biography of Godel,
I thought: Stafford! Who else among contemporary American
poets has been as nakedly curious in poem after poem about the
variousness of the world and the processes by which we discover
it? I say "nakedly" because he seems able to approach the poem
without anticipating in the least what he'll find there. It is this
spirit of openness, this receptivity to whatever comes along, that
quickens me as I read him. And perhaps Stafford is able to make
such good use of whatever comes along because his curiosity is so
tenacious.
One of the things I love about "Knowing" is how that curios-
ity keeps turning on itself. The poem questions itself as it asserts
itself; in Alberta Turner's phrase, Stafford "seems to assert but
really invites." A precise prose rendering of "Knowing" is beyond
me, and would seem to be contrary to the spirit of the poem. But
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rm fascinated by the way the poem mimics a gesture of certainty
— How do you know the other world? Well, ''you turn / your
hand ..." — and, after the speaker's alert, respectful intelli-
gence thoroughly interrogates that gesture, establishes a dif-
ficult rhythm of doubt, intuition, and affirmation.
"Knowing" is a model of efficiency. It says the needful and
clears out. Again it's fascinating to watch Stafford take such a
potentially "poetic" (or "Poetic") conceit as the opening lines and
unfold from it a poem without the least bit of decoration or fil-
igree. Each word is essential. A good example is the word "feels"
in the third line. A hasty reader might dismiss the word outright
as flat or unimaginative, but the careful echo of "angles" in the
previous line combined with the torque and pull of the following
word "pours" gives "feels," to my ear at least, an unlikely solidity
and presence.
Where does a poem like "Knowing" come from? It seems to
come from a quiet center. Robert Hass has suggested that sensi-
bility, finally, is the triumph of James Wright's poems, and I think
that's true also of Stafford's work. A typical Stafford poem has
the stamp, like a thumbprint, of sensibility — that shrewd, gen-
tle, quizzical, ironic, playfully metaphysical yet firmly grounded
quality of attention that gives him the sense that "everything is
telling one big story." It may be that Stafford's most helpful con-
tribution to our poetry and to other poets (if that's not too grand
a phrase) is the example of this sensibility, its inner generosity.
Analogously, in a review of Louis Simpson's At the End of the Open
Road, published in Poetry in 1964, Stafford wrote that
the poems . . . lead again and again to an implied big
story; the reader has a sense of living in a sustained pat-
tern which works along behind the poems and makes of
them a succession of glimpses into something ever
larger. . . . In our time, this implied story is never em-
bodied in a complete work — a Paradise Lost or a Divine
Comedy — and apparently such an established story can-
not be at this time convincingly delivered to us. But
some writers do entertain hints that back of the shifting
present there impends a meaning.
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Stafford is such a writer, and he gives in his investigation of
Simpson's poems an important insight into his own.
I said earlier that a precise prose rendering is at odds with the
spirit of "Knowing." Reading the poem, and thinking of the ironic
relation between the poem and the title, brings to mind a passage
from the Tao Te Clung which may be emblematic: "He who thinks
he knows, doesn't know. He who knows that he doesn't know,
knows." But even that implies a measure of certainty that
"Knowing" doesn't presume. The slippery world of a Stafford
poem embodies, and provokes, a sense of alertness rather than
assurance; as the speaker of "Knowing" puts it, "Your hand can
make the sign — but begs for / more than can be told. . . ."
"Knowing" is a prime example of a poem in which Stafford's sen-
sibility takes things — "the shifting present" as well as the
"glimpses into something ever larger" — as he finds them, leav-
ing their mystery intact:
even the world
can't dive fast enough to know that other world.
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THINGS I LEARNED LAST WEEK
Ants, when they meet each other,
usually pass on the right.
Sometimes you can open a sticky
door with your elbow.
A man in Boston has dedicated himself
to telling about injustice.
For three thousand dollars he will
come to your town and tell you about it.
Schopenhauer was a pessimist but
he played the flute.
Yeats, Pound, and Eliot saw art as
growing from other art. They studied that.
If I ever die, Ld like it to be
in the evening. That way, Lll have
all the dark to go with me, and no one
will see how I begin to hobble along.
In The Pentagon one person's job is to
take pins out of towns, hills, and fields,
and then save the pins for later.
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Alherta Turner
"THINGS I LEARNED LAST WEEK"
When people have asked me why William Stafford is my
favorite poet, I have heard myself say, "Because he is so comfort-
able inside his own skin." Yet just now, looking for a poem that
epitomizes what I mean, I realize how misleading that statement
can be. "In a Corner" shows a moment of despair; "Confessions
of an Individual" shows self-reproach; "A Glass Face in the Rain"
anticipates a bleak self-dissolution; "Epitaph Ending in And"
shows an unassuageable anger; "When You Go Anywhere," a
self-conscious selflessness; and "Why I Am Happy," a happiness
so far and secret it is almost a brash defiance, as he "laugh[s] and
crie[s] for every turn of the world, its terrible cold, innocent
spin." These make "comfortable inside his own skin" sound in-
sipid and untrue. Yet it is true. His comfort comes from his acute
awareness of paradox and his faith that the world can be en-
dured, even enjoyed, with all its paradoxes flying.
One of the poems that shows Stafford's awareness of par-
adox most clearly is "Things I Learned Last Week." Four of the
seven stanzas are self-contained couplets, unusual for one who
uses so much enjambement. None of the seven are linked by sub-
ject or syntax, and none, even the last one, interprets itself or any
of the others or suggests a synthesis of tone or meaning for the
whole poem. So we read this one with suspicion, our geiger coun-
ters clicking: (l) Ants passing on the right: Solid-state brains,
creatures of habit? Creatures of courtesy? How dull, how safe,
how frightening. (2) Sticky doors that elbows might open: Prob-
lems more easily solved by improvising? Serious problems made
light of? Trifles made much of? (3) A man in Boston selling what
everyone already knows: Funny? Not funny? (4) A pessimist
playing the flute: to cheer himself up? A realist? An optimist
fooling himself? (5) Yeats, Pound and Eliot studying art as the
source of art: Discovering where art really comes from? Elabo-
rating the obvious? Making themselves important? (6) If I ever
die": Pretending death's O.K.? Selfless? Selfish? (7) The Pen-
tagon preparing for the next war: Caring pins for it? Not caring
pins for it?
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when readers finish the poem, they dutifully ask what it
adds up to. They try one answer after another but still have
trouble fitting all the separate items under one theme. Nor does
the order of the sequence seem climactic or inevitable. So — we
have to suspect (I say suspect because I think Stafford doesn't want
us to come to a single statable conclusion), that he wants us to
bound on each separate statement as on a spring that will
twang us off into a thicket of paradoxes, all harmless, all ter-
rifying, most somehow amusing, and none cancelling its ap-
parent opposites.
The thing I like about this poem. Bill, is that it lets me admit
that self-reproach is self-indulgence and that selves are quite as
inept as they are cruel, and are often wonderfully funny. To lift




It is August. Your father is walking you
to the train for camp and then the War
and out of his life, but you don't know.
Little lights along the path glow under their hoods
and your shoes go brown, brown in the brightness
till the next interval, when they disappear in the shadow.
You know they are down there, by the crunch of stone
and a rustle when they touch a fern. Somewhere above,
cicadas arch their gauze of sound all over town.
Shivers of summer wind follow across the park
and then turn back. You walk on toward
September, the depot, the dark, the light, the dark.
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David Young
SHIVERS OF SUMMER WIND
Lots of our best poets since World War II have been heavy
breathers, characters with high energy, wild language, hectic
lives and spectacular brands of individualism. One thinks of
Roethke and Lowell, Berryman and Dickey, Plath and Sexton,
Ginsberg and Bly. We wouldn't want to be without any of them,
but we need a counter-tradition. Our culture is too easily infatu-
ated by hyperbole and hucksterism, even in the arts. We need
poets who pick up on the possibilities of plainness and under-
statement, who take us into little-noticed areas of rich simplicity
and calm delight. Many of FIELD'S symposia have reflected this
need by celebrating the likes of Robert Francis, Randall Jarrell,
and Elizabeth Bishop. It's a tradition in our own poetry that goes
back through Williams and Frost to Dickinson, but it is reflected
in many other areas of life, in the Shakers and Quakers, in much
of our music and humor, our architecture and food.
But when I think of William Stafford, I don't just associate
him with Emily Dickinson and Shaker furniture. I also think of
Wallace Stevens and of jazz. That is because I think a big part of
his success lies in his willingness to improvise, to play, even to fail
deliberately at one moment in order to survive, artistically and
psychologically, for the next. No poet can wholly escape being a
rhetorician, a craftsman and manipulator, but every poet needs
to find a way to forget craft, to wring the neck of rhetoric, to slip
through the confines of his or her own style. Stafford has proved
to be a master at eluding the stiffening effects of success and of
infatuation with his own rhetorical accomplishments. A pin-
headed critic can always prove to you that every move you come
up with is just another bit of art, of craft, of rhetoric. To make
yourself forget what you know about form and technique is, of
course, just another way to arrive at them. But the argument is
sophomoric and tedious, like the ones about relativity and de-
terminism and Zeno's paradox. Experience refutes the traps of
logic, and art goes wild and free.
How clearly 1 remember the summer afternoon two years
ago when I read through An Oregon Message, Stafford's newest
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collection, then in galley proofs. By the end of my reading I was
breathless with emotion and gratitude. I felt refreshed and confi-
dent: about this country, about poetry, about my own life and its
commitments. I wondered how it was that I could slip periodically
into taking for granted things I ought to be daily praising and
acknowledging: small things and large things all around my life,
and the modest, deep-reaching poems of William Stafford.
But that taking for granted seems almost a part of Stafford's
aesthetic. He wants to invoke rhythms of recognition and obliv-
iousness. He has a larger public and a better claim to being our
pre-eminent living poet than anyone else I can think of, but he is
also deliberately self-effacing and offhand about what he does.
His poems imply that poetry needs no special language. His per-
sona and person and career seem to argue that the poet needs no
special identity to justify a place among us. And he lives his life
and writes his poems with remarkable and lovable consistency.
Going back to An Oregon Message now to select a poem to rep-
resent my delight of that day (as well as before and since), 1 find
myself in a mild difficulty. Which poem to select? It was the en-
tirety of the collection that moved and refreshed me. No single
poem sums up that experience, partly because Stafford, in his
playful and improvisatory aesthetic, his deep suspicion of final
answers and summary statements, never allows a poem to carry
the burden of saying and being everything, pretending to whole-
ness or permanence or authority or closure. One poem leads to
the next, and as that happens you move along gradually, reading
Stafford, into a spiritual affluence and openness to existence that
you can't paraphrase and that no single poem need exemplify.
So I face a number of intriguing choices. Why not choose as
exemplary a poem that fails in some respects, as for example I
think this intriguingly titled piece does:
OWLS AT THE SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
How do owls find each other
in the world? They fly the forest
calling, "Darling, Darling."
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Each time the sun goes out a world
comes true again, for owls:
trees flame their best color — dark.
At Shakespeare once, in Ashland,
when Lear cried out two owls
flared past the floodlights:
On my desk I keep a feather
for those far places thought
fluttered when I began to know.
I love the wit and rapidity of this, its juxtapositions, and I may
well be scorched by Stafford fans for calling it a failure, but I find
the last stanza disappointing. The next-to-last stanza gives us a
moment that might provoke a flood of insight, but the speaker
turns away from it, despite the colon that seems to signal its ar-
rival. He is left at his desk, with his token feather and his some-
what lamely phrased thoughts about far places and beginning to
know. The poem fizzles out, abandoning its promise.
My point is not to show that Stafford is bad, but to indicate
that there is something exemplary and endearing about his less
successful moments. In this poem the distrust of big statements
and the instinct for self-effacement take over: this speaker isn't
going to tangle with owls and Shakespeare as a teller of truth.
He's going to let us know about his respect for mysteries, his
knowing how little he knows. And he ducks out of the poem,
clutching his feather, leaving us with the task of making more
sense of it than he has. This strategy, if that is the right word for
it, is in a sense what allows Stafford to survive. No ovens, no
jumping off bridges, no mental institutions for this fellow. He
can shrug and cut his losses right in front of us, without embar-
rassment, without betraying his rhetoric or his persona. His
modesty protects him like an invisible armor. "Owls" is not a bad
poem— it has great charm and imagination—but the limita-
tions of its ending might be used to illustrate Stafford's pecu-
liar strengths.
Another poem I might have picked is the sly and funny piece
called "Thinking About Being Called Simple by a Critic":
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I wanted the plums, but I waited.
The sun went down. The fire
went out. With no lights on
I waited. From the night again —
those words: how stupid I was.
And I closed my eyes to listen.
The words all sank down, deep
and rich. I felt their truth
and began to live them. They were mine
to enjoy. Who but a friend
could give so sternly what the sky
feels for everyone but few learn to
cherish? In the dark with the truth
I began the sentence of my life
and found it was so simple there was no way
back into qualifying my thoughts
with irony or anything like that.
I went to the fridge and opened it —
sure enough the light was on.
I reached in and got the plums.
Just how ironic is the forswearing of irony here? The speaker is a
kind of simpleton who sits in the dark and tries to use cliches
about friends and enemies, light and dark, falsehood and truth, to
talk himself out of the depression that comes from unjust criti-
cism. He is more or less William Stafford, maybe reacting to hav-
ing someone like Paul Zweig accuse him of ''strained simplicity"
and "deliberate naivete. But he's also the sly character who
thought of a poem that would allude, by way of defending itself
and its author, to a nursery rhyme (little Jack Horner), a cele-
brated poem of extreme simplicity by another William ("This is
Just to Say"), and maybe to an old joke about a moron and the
light in the refrigerator. The poem is funniest at the end, when
the moment of illumination comes from the fridge and the de-
ferred grats of fame and praise take the form of a midnight snack.
It's all so open and self-deprecating that we are totally on Staf-
ford's side, and Zweig or whoever is completely refuted. Simplic-
1. Zweig^s review appeared in Partisan Review in 1974. It is cited by judith
Kitchen in Understatuling William Stafford (U. of South Carolina, 1 989). Kitchen also
discusses “1940," pp. 121-23.
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ity shines forth as the great thing it is. Yet it is nearly impossible
to tell where the irony begins and leaves off. How do you read the
statement, “They were mine / to enjoy"? No irony there? Okay,
and the same for “Who but a friend" and “I began the sentence of
my life" and "anything like that"? Tm with you, whatever you
choose. I don't even know if there's irony built into the design
and structure of the poem, though I have to suspect it. Under-
staters are famous for this, but Stafford is wonderfully elusive,
and we wouldn't have him any other way. Still, I suppose this
poem seems a little frivolous and specialized to stand for the ex-
cellences of a whole collection.
A better candidate would be the poem "Surrounded by
Mountains." In its evocation of experience, its sense of wonder,
and its diffidence about providing answers, it is quintessentially
Staffordian:
Digging potatoes east of Sapporo
we would listen at noon to world news.
The little radio was in one of the furrows,
propped against a lunch bucket.
We didn't make any judgments. Our fields
were wide, slanting from wooded foothills.
Religious leaders called for
a revival of spirit in the world.
Certain statesmen from important
nations were considering a summit meeting.
Old Mrs. Osaka, permanently
bent over, stirred the clods beside her.
Rice fields, yellow as sunflowers,
marked off kilometers below us.
The shrine where the crows lived
had a bell that told us when rest was over.
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Goodby, old friends, I remember the Prime Minister
talking, and the water jar in the shade.
The speaker could be Stafford, but he needn't be. His anonymity
matches his technique of juxtaposing things, immediate and far,
small world and big one, radio and furrow, without commenting
on their significance to each other or in themselves. He repre-
sents a community that apparently preferred not to "make any
judgments." If there's irony in the big world's representative, the
little radio, being dwarfed by the furrows around it, he prefers to
leave that inference to us. If statesmen and religious leaders and
prime ministers dwindle before the reality of Mrs. Osaka and a
simple water jar, that's not something he cares to insist upon.
The poem's openness is its source of attraction. We can mine
values from it, but would we be able to tell the difference be-
tween what we found and what we brought? Stafford the artist
has again and again disavowed total control, and his speakers fol-
low suit, leaving readers a great deal of room to evaluate, inter-
pret and participate.
He has disavowed preoccupation with technique as well. It
seems almost tactless to point out how well the choice of the
couplet serves this poem, how neatly he pairs words and phrases
that sound off each other — potatoes/Sapporo, bucket/judg-
ment, sunflowers/kilometers, remember/Prime Minister/water
jar — in a kind of offhand form of internal rhyme that is clearly
more important than the end-of-line effects (e.g. six lines ending
with S sounds, four with R sounds). Stafford doesn't have to
measure and calculate such things. They are part of his working
habit when he's attentive to words and sounds and sights. The
little couplet about the shrine with the crows and bell has a kind
of pun — told/tolled — but it's so lightly placed that you can t
assume it's deliberate. Besides, what difference would that
make? Stafford has offered you a quick-sketch pastoral, a chance
to join, or rejoin, a peasant culture that will alter your perspective
on history and power. You take it, and you trust him to get out of
the way as much as possible. And he does.
So why did I finally chose "1940" over "Surrounded by
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Mountains'7 In order to cite one more poem I liked? Partly, and
partly because I think finally it has greater impact. I think it
shows Stafford operating with all the same values and preferen-
ces that the other poems reveal, but reaching just a little farther
and a little deeper. Perhaps comparisons are odious with this
poet, but they necessarily surface when one is picking a poem to
discuss and praise. I like '7940" because it plays a risky game with
time, the second biggest mystery we live next to, and it can be
heart-shaking if you let yourself be open to it.
If we could go back in time, what might we learn? What
might it mean? Another powerful Stafford poem, "The Rescued
Year," plays out that hypothesis too. Here the moment returned
to is one of parting. As in "Surrounded by Mountains," history
coexists with personal experience, but the parting of father and
son, a final one, is what truly matters. If you could go back to
that, the poem surmises, you would know so much more. And
yet you would still know nothing, really. By saying "but you don't
know" the poem makes you divide your consciousness between
knowing and not-knowing. And you walk forward. Again as in
"Surrounded by Mountains," particulars are all you have, are
most of what you can know: cicadas, stones crunching, the little
lights, your shoes. The distance of some forty-five years is also a
distance from your observing eyes to your sometimes invisible
feet as well as up to the overarching canopy of trees and cicadas.
Ahead of you lies the partly known, the years you have lived
since, and the unknown that even the wind turns back from,
your m.ortality and the explanation, if there is any, of these
rhythms of light and dark, knowing and not-knowing, the awe-
some movement of time.
Stafford handles all this in lightly rhymed triplets. He uses
the second person to distance himself from his own experience
and to offer it to us, in time, out of time. He uses the first and last
stanza for panoramic shots and the two middle stanzas for close-
ups. One hundred and ten simple words. Lots of repetitions. An-
ticipations of the final line, with its repetitions and alterations, in
effects like "you don't know . . . You know" and "your shoes go
brown, brown in the brightness." And again it feels a little bit
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beside the point to insist too much on the technique because Staf-
ford himself would pooh-pooh it, refusing to take credit for the
artful design of the experience, encouraging us to focus instead
on the uncalculated, unmanageable life of the thing and its po-
tential for touching our own lives.
Think what the poet has left out here! There is no mention of
emotion, of the webs of experience that led Stafford to choose to
be a conscientious objector during World War II, of when and
how his father died. The choice is made to concentrate on the
walk in the myterious summer dark (I think of the middle section
of '"Ode to a Nightingale") in order to find out what meaning and
illumination little things — fern, cicada, shiver of summer wind
— will yield. The poet has gone back in time, defying its erasures
and destructions, like Orpheus going down into hell. But he has
refused to ask it to yield anything more than itself, the succession
of moments by which we know and inhabit it. There is great mys-
tery and depth of feeling here, and one can't help but admire the
success of the poem's simple design and understated presenta-
tion. They make the walk from August to September a little eas-
ier. We step a little more lightly. Here they come: the depot, the
dark, the light, the dark.
I reached for one plum and took four. Every time 1 opened
the fridge the light was on. A reassuring experience. And I re-
member again my first, captivated reading of this book. I don t
recall seeing any reviews of An Oregon Message. Not even ones
that grumbled about "deliberate naiVete." But I may have
missed them. Whether this essay constitutes a review or a
salute, it will have served its purpose if it tempts some readers to




The ancients knew the sorrows of exile:
If they didn't hang you, they'd pack you off
To the far ends of the earth.
To go on grumbling and writing endless petitions
That will never reach the Emperor.
The north always the place of punishment:
Unforgiving cold, rags on your back.
And the company of a few sullen barbarians
At day's end when the wind parts the clouds.
And the stars seem to be mocking.
Every few years a garbled message from home.
Memory paying a call in the wee hours:
A mother's face; the company of merry friends
At the long table in the garden;
Their wives baring their throats in the afternoon heat .
"The sages suffered, too, exiled from truth,"
That's what you tell yourself . . .
Not many are meant to retrace their steps
And behold the splendors of the capital
Even more seductive than when they knew them.
The north knows our secret . . . Deep snow.
Silent snow. Blue-veined trees and bushes
Rising against the pink-colored morning sky —
So that briefly, in that one spell.





In a shadowy room
Lit by a single lamp
At the long table
Which also holds a vase
Of fake blood-red roses




One thinks of love potions
Carefully concocted
Unrequited passion from which
Great hatred is born
And now the pleasure
Of these long nails
Cut all the way down
To where flesh is raw
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PYRAMIDS AND SPHINXES
There's a street in Paris
Called rue des Pyramides.
Once I imagined it was lined
With sand and pyramids.
The Sunday I went to take a look,
A poor old woman with a bad leg
Limped by the shuttered housefronts.
She couldVe been Egyptian,
Because of her advanced age.
Bent over a cane and still hurrying.
As if there was a parade somewhere.
Or an execution to see —
Someone's bloody head held high by its hair!
The day was cold. She went on ahead.
While I lingered to study a peeling poster.
Under which there was another
With the word SPHINX in it.
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BABYLON
Every time I prayed
The universe got bigger.
And I got smaller.
My wife almost stepped on me.
I saw her huge legs
Rising into dizzying heights.
The hair at her crotch
Glistened like a god's beard.
She looked Babylonian.
"I'm getting smaller every minute,"
I yelled, but she could not hear me
Among the winged lions and ziggurats,
The mad astrologers of her painted eyes.
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MISFORTUNE ON THE WAY
And not even a cloud in the sky.
The day so mild. The meadow
So rich and wide and full
Of little nameless white flowers.
If there are children about.
They are very tiny.
If there are children at play.
The youngest one is looking to the side.
Misfortune riding your dark horse.
Don't think of them.
Forget you ever saw them today.
Ride your dark horse into the woods.
Blue jays, tree sparrows.
Whoever your god happens to be.
Hush and stay hidden.





Enough reasons, enough reasons to place first one foot
and then the other.
Below, no bigger or smaller than they are,
the shadow you can't escape, moving past, turning the
corner, by touch.
Enough reasons, enough reasons to unwalk,
unfall, unfly.
Enough reasons to look out the window. To watch
a hand counting, in the dark, the fingers of the other hand.
Powerful reasons before and after. Powerful reasons
at the time.
The rusty blade sums it up.
Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch'entrate.
One doesn't return from anywhere. And the warped rule
confirms it above air rigid like a corpse.
And there are others.
Pallor, fright, a touch of nausea.
Mysterious, obscene smack of the womb which sings
what it doesn't know.
Light in full force, like the slam of a door. In and out. No
one knows where.
And the rest. Do they exist?
Infinite rulings for doubt, evident reasons for suspicion.
To let yourself be dragged against the current, like a dog.
To learn to walk along the rotten beam.
On the tips of your feet. Stepping on your shadow.
No bigger or smaller than they are.
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One, two, one, two, one, two, one.
One back, one forward.
Against the wall, face down, in a corner.
Shaking, with a livid splendor under your feet,
no bigger or smaller than they are.
Perhaps, perhaps the stagnant eternity some innocent
confuses with his own excrement.
Foul smelling reasons in the tunnel's mouth.
And at the exit.
Finally, as many reasons as there are necks.
Defend yourself from the fire with an axe. From the devil with
an axe, from god with an axe.
From spirit and the flesh with an axe.
There won't be witnesses.
We've already been told heaven is mute.
At most it will be written, it will be erased. It will be forgotten.
And there won't be reasons enough to once more place
first one foot and then the other.
Even so, beneath them, no bigger or smaller than they are,
that same shadow will move on.
And turn the same corner. By touch.
translated by Carin Clevidence
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Rafael Campo
THE LOST PLAZA IS EVERYWHERE
The protected Venezuela, the rare.
Scarlet birds everywhere — I see it now.
To have a memory is cloudless air
And greenest streets, to have it all now.
Again, is true abundance! I walk where
These mangos sway in every tree, and leaves
Are bigger than my hands, and women swear
At dusty streets clamoring at their feet for laundry
Balanced on their heads, out of reach, in mountains
Prouder than the Andes. If there are boundaries
To this place, or if really there are fountains
In grand plazas brimming with equator
And the sun the light in every face, I cannot say.
I lived there only as a child. I remember seeing waiters
Dressed in white, bringing demitasse on small black trays.
The wind a vast white hand across the plaza
Touching, for a moment, the cafe.
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THE TEST
Singing to himself, waiting for the voice
To call him next, he thought it out again.
He was just an accident. As a boy.
He knew there would be awful things, the men
In hot showers suspecting it was true.
His brothers never loving him again,
A balding man, alone, having Campbell's soup
For dinner. But it wasn't until after when
He'd had the surgery, and then in college
The real love to care about, that he heard
About the virus. He'd had blood, an acknowledged
Several units — but only that one real love — sure,
There'd been some girlfriends, too, two or three . . .
He laughed to himself. And doctors were surprised to see





I wonder if it still exists — Point Pleasant boardwalk,
Jenkin s Pavilion, old people rocking
deaf dumb and blind. Light bulbs flashing around
roulette wheels. If I blotted myself from the scene,
would the tide rush into the empty space? Or would there be
this jagged hole in the picture around which the water does its
break-and-be-healed, break-and-be-healed
routine, a photographic trick?
Couples strolling the long pier that night years ago
must have looked down and thought we were just kissing.
But that man's kiss split my lip, realigned my vision
into a tilting martini glass on the Rip Tide sign going
pink-green, pink-green, getting no place. I saw
how useless it was to try.
This morning when sleep finally settled down, folding itself
back out of me like wings, and I woke with heavy ankles,
a stiff neck, I was remembering against my will
that night summers and miles away, when I felt my arm
twist till I thought it would break, felt two fingers
force open my mouth . . .
To shake it off, I went to the community center
overlooking the harbor, was assigned the boy with the low IQ
who knows only one card trick, though he knows that well.
I settled in for a long afternoon of flash cards, old maid,
go fish. And watching that pale soft boy whose face could
not be dissuaded from shining, I imagined he materialized
from a mother walking home counting her tips, a father
in a ski mask flashing a knife. How far he must have
traveled to arrive at simple delight. He made me want
everything inside me that's been speeding on anger
to slow down and fall away, like this harbor after hours
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when the cranes and dredging machines stop agitating
and water has a chance to be heard.
I can't possibly piece it all together, but I know that
for a long time after sitting with that unfinished boy
I'll be making lists of who to forgive. I'll be realizing
I don't know the first thing, after watching his mother
so tender with her fingers in his hair, hearing her tell me
there was not a better hand she was cheated out of.
The boy doesn't know much, but he can tell by her open face
that he's done something well, so he does it again.
Pick a card, any card.
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JOINING THE CIRCUS
Hadn't I gone to see clowns with bald heads, red noses?
I wanted to scream. Jumbo feet, huge collars,
the real version of what I drew at night
under the covers by flashlight in order to sleep,
to stop thinking about long black cars and holes in the ground,
and what I knew in my stomach was happening to my father's
face.
But I saw how it would be
from the backseat of that car, my uncle's
limousine, driving home from the circus, jammed
in traffic on Mott Street. My eyes felt huge and stretched
watching disheveled men roll theirs and mutter,
then take wild staggering swings at invisible creatures.
One peed on our tire. Inside the car, my uncle
rolled and locked the windows by remote control.
Nobody said a word.
At least, nobody spoke to me.
My mother looked straight ahead. From the back,
my uncle could have been my father, except he never
turned and called me Squirt, or squeezed my knee
and made stupid faces.
What I found instead was the saddest man in the world,
a wilted flower in his coat, a tear tattooed on his cheek,
sweeping his shadow to miserable music. So didn't it
make sense now to find a whole street of miserable men
stumbling, not to laughter, but to laughter's other side
horns and fists?
One lurched in and out, squeezing between bumpers and
grills. Red eyes, crew cut cheeks. When he came
to our car, he cocked his head and stooped.
He pressed his hands against the glass of my window.
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as if maybe he knew me from somewhere. Maybe I
was his face in an old mirror, or he was mine.
His breath clouded the glass. I tried to wipe it away,
but he kept moving his tongue inside his mouth as if I
should be able to know how it feels.
I put my hand on the glass to match his.
My uncle let the car roll, then slammed the brakes
and he slid away. But he had come. Just as he did
at night when I drew under the covers.
Because that's what people do after they die.
And I will too. Sooner or later, before or after,
one day I will move among cars, looking through rain-
smeared windows, then place my palms on the glass,
gathering the sound of horns, the disconnected
waving of fists, the terrible love
you have to have nothing to feel.
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THREE DEATHS
Last autumn, tensed for winter, I was sealing up
windows, wrapping shrubs in burlap. I never thought of
spring,
never considered putting those cold bulbs in the ground.
But outside the halfway house, under moonlight,
my nephew, possessed by growing delusions, carefully sowed
what
resembled to him shrunken heads, the dark insides of a
scream.
And my friend, in brief remission, waved me away
with my solemn worry while she kneeled in the rain cold
garden, emaciated, hairless, white as bone. It's grim enough,
she hissed, trying to whistle.
November, December, January, she wrote letters
about accepting what we're given. This isn't passivity,
she said. I've come to see I've been given a lot.
February, my nephew's garbled note read,
where I'm going knives don't exist, pianos and doors
will not rise up against me: rejoice, my friends.
But now it is March, and the graveyard is full of these
trumpets and flares. I don't bother to read the stones
because this month every one is my father's, whose voice
I try to remember and can't.
He didn't leave me a single word, though I did hear him laugh.
I have pictures of him leaning on a fence
like a mirthful grasshopper chewing tobacco:
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Busy busy busy, he seems to chide the diligent ants,
my father, who when he knew he would die, licked the flap
of a manila envelope bearing my name in which he had placed
such strange advice: four pennies hammered into a tea set,
a monkey carved out of a peach pit, assorted puzzles, key
rings,
a whistle shaped like a tiny violin.
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Judita Vaitiunaiie
WILD PLUM IN BLOOM
The pavilion of flowers darkens
and the square's in shadow
but a wild plum's blooming
near the taxi stand
and crowds hurry along the crosswalks
spilling from the factories
and my heart's beating
too wild in this heat
And above the telephones, the benches
above the fading stands
the red sun hangs down —
regret that moment
the wild plum's still blooming
near the taxi stand




ril freeze, a column of salt,
struck
in front of my crumbling old town —
a house covered with frozen vines
is burning,
calligraphy on the icy windows of attics
breaks . . .
At the intersection, a hot, pungent, penetrating draft
— groups of soldiers are being led to the bathhouse —
a red lantern swaying in the guard's hand.





And the open notes in the singers' palms
like white butterflies
And snow's song
in the old town dusk
rising, tossing
in the storm, your lonely voice vibrating
luring me to darkness
and the ivy of ice
blocking the light, growing
shutting the window
and the orchestra sinking down deeper
and the souls of
old snow-covered instruments
melt away in the night
and it seems
as if a living spring streamed
from December's shimmering star.
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COFFEE HOUSE, WITH PIGEONS
Near the railroad, the market place,
near the snow-covered trolley station
I managed to find a coffee house with pigeons
where old women and gypsies gather,
overheard pigeons cooing
and their frost-covered wings rustling in the morning
and I lifted
the snow's feather
from the muddy stone floor
and picked up my bag.
And as my heart came apart,
I glanced out the window,
clouds drifted past into the distance,
across starry clusters at the crossroad,
February's clear clouds.





1. Putting Your Name in Your Blues
A voice — braided, truth-spilling, close in,
a voice mentioning itself, putting its own name
in its songs
When you voice a song with your own name in it,
and you must add that name, someone else
wrote the song
When you write the song with your name in it,
you give yourself that name,
you change your name
into a song of a name
So that if no announcer designates you,
a listener will know who is shaping
the throat of the song
So that you sing to an old song
new intimacy,
hand over your name to a blues
your name makes as new as it is old
So that the vibrations of your sung name
are distinguished from anyone's
stone-cold name in the rain,
even one that is climbed by wild rose
So that nothing corrodes
your name in time
because your name is sung
as time itself
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So that you will never have to wonder
who will sing you.
Sonny Rhodes, Young Bob, O.B.,
The Kid, Milton, Eddie C.
11. Names Not on Quilts
Unwritten work,
used like good words. Unsigned
but orange, blue, pink,
if those are signs.
Lovenice Seals
Motell Jackson
Just one — J.B. Jeters —
and clearly in red
on a buckling sampler.








Would it be like
scratching your name





Plunge in the sewing needle,
finer than a pen:
openings fill










But your name, a scrap.




HOLY WOMAN: PECOLIA WARNER
She said she looked at moving objects
and made a pattern up about them.
In wind, birdhouses nailed to a tree,
mailboxes to a roadside grove of posts.
Saw a ripple descend to trouble
deeper water. Watched a tape reel spin
a vision around. Then, at home,
she squirmed the pieces into place
(her autograph brushstroke), built a thousand
quilts with her consortium of hymns
and needles. All this thread streaming
in the face of those who scorn our contemplation,
all this quickening the current of a star
by striking argyle space on argyle fire.
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NOTES ON A MISSOURI QUILT TOP
PIECED ON A WESTERN AUTO CATALOG
AND ON NEWSPAPER DATED DECEMBER 22, 1956
What is brightness? — she has
yellows, royal blue, chartreuse, and pink,
nubby beige, bandanna-red, black distance, foreground
turquoise, purple — one would think . . .
And yet the patchwork exacerbates some dailiness,
cannot resemble names of colors exciting
even when a synonym of bisque.
Thick stripes, aqua roses in the night —
one would think
magnetic, mesmerizing.
Oh it is the torture
of the ounce of good behavior;
any lack of color stultifies,
that instant
allowed uninstantaneous . . .
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TWO PRIVATE SERMONS FROM THE REVEREND
DR. SMALL SURPRISED BY CONI, DENISE, AND ME
ONE SATURDAY IN THE SANCTUARY
OF THE SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY CHURCH OF GOD
I
The minister said, "Hell is for angels . . .
Sin is unhealthy . . . Blues are my colors . . .
Women sewed banners who couldn't afford pictures . .
And faith — I think he said — is mathematical.
He said anyone's mother is his mama,
he doesn't scare with damnation
those who need joy, said daughters and nieces
leaving home were saved in patchwork pieces.
Said he was the worst of us. In the turquoise-
carpeted sanctuary claimed he'd done
things he'd never tell. Leaves a door open
when he counsels women. Always guards a corpse.
Said so standing beside a sack of Ajax and Chore Boys:
Saturdays he deans the church of all the evil he absorbs.
II
When tall Reverend Small knelt on the Topeka quilt,
his index-tips strumming remembered shirts
condensed to diamonds, stitch-stacked
into pyramids, he said,
"Yes, yes, that's /L" And when he rose
out of his reflection he began a sermon
during which he couldn't keep his eyes from it.
And when we spread
before him the outreach of the twelve-bar quilt
he said, "That's my mama, yes, that's Mama,"
and from his height thought long into it,
its strong square
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cycle he had seen his mother move through.
He preached that evolution was like rolling logs
from mountain tops, like expecting —
at bottom — a log cabin;
we laid out Willia Ette Graham's "Infinity
Log Cabin." "Look," I wondered, "how the center's
in the lower left-hand corner." "That's
normal," he pronounced,
"that's right." And he pointed to the blues
between the heavy, fiery reds. "The blues —
not the brights —




"For the sin against the HOLY GHOST
is INGRATITUDE."
— Christopher Smart, Jubilate Agno
May the Lord Jesus Christ bless the hemophiliac's motorcycle,
the smell of new knobby tires,
Belray oil mixed with gasoline, new brake and clutch cables
and handlebar grips,
the whole bike smothered in WD40 (to prevent rust, and to
make the bike shine),
may He divine that the complex smell that simplified my life
was performing the work of the spirit,
a window into the net of gems, linkages below and behind the
given material world,
my little corner of the world's danger and sweet risk, a hemo-
philiac dicing on motocross tracks
in Pennsylvania and Ohio and West Virginia each Sunday from
April through November,
the raceway names to my mind then a perfect sensual music.
Hidden Hills, Rocky Fork, Mt. Morris, Salt Creek,
and the tracks themselves part of that music, the double-jumps
and off-camber turns, whoop-de-doos and fifth-gear
downhills,
and me with my jersey proclaiming my awkward faith —
"Powered by Christ" it said above a silk-screened picture of a
rider in a radical cross-up.
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the bike flying sideways off a jump like a ramp, the rider lean-
ing his whole body into a left-hand corner —
,
may He find His name glorified in such places and smells,
and in the people, Mike Bias, Charles Godby, Tracy Woods,
David and Tommy Hill, Bill Schutz —
their names and faces snowing down to me now as I look up-
ward to the past —
,
friends who taught me to look at the world luminously in
front of my eyes,
to find for myself the right rhythm of wildness and precision,
when to hold back and when to let go,
each of them with a style, a thumbprint, a way of tilting the
bike this way or that out of a berm shot, or braking heavily
into a corner,
may He hear a listening to the sure song of His will in those
years,
for they flooded me with gratitude that His informing breath
was breathed into me,
gratitude that His silence was the silence of all things. His
presence palpable everywhere in His absence,
gratitude that the sun flashed on the Kanawha River, making
it shimmer and wink,
gratitude that the river twisted like a wrist in its socket
of bot-
tom land, its water part of our speech
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as my brother and I drifted in inner-tubes fishing the Great
White Carp,
gratitude that plump squirrels tightwalked telephone lines and
trellises of honeysuckle vines
and swallows dove and banked through the limbs of sycamore
trees, word-perfect and sun-stunned
in the middle of the afternoon, my infusion of factor VIII
sucked in and my brother's dialysis sucked in and out —
both of us bewildered by the body's deep swells and currents
and eerie backwaters,
our eyes widening at the white bursts on the mountain ash, at
earthworms inching into oil-rainbowed roads —
,
gratitude that the oak tops on the high hills beyond the lawns
fingered the denim sky
as cicadas drilled their shrill voice into the roadside sumac and
peppergrass,
gratitude that after a rain catbirds crowded the damp air, bees
spiraling from one exploding blossom to another,
gratitude that at night the star-clusters were like nun buoys
moored to a second sky, where God made room for us all,
may He adore each moment alive in the whirring world,
as now sitting up in this hospital bed brings a bright gladness
for the human body, membrane of web and dew
I want to hymn and abide by, splendor of tissue, splendor of
cartilage and bone.
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splendor of the tail-like spine's desire to stretch as it fills with
blood
after a mundane backward plunge on an iced sidewalk in Ann
Arbor,
splendor of fibrinogen and cryoprecipitate, loosening the blood
pooled in the stiffened joints
so I can sit up oh sit up in radiance, like speech after eight
weeks of silence,
and listen for Him in the blood-rush and clairvoyance of the
healing body,
in the sweet impersonal luck that keeps me now
from bleeding into the kidney or liver, or further into the
spine,
listen for Him in the sound of my wife and my father weeping
and rejoicing,
listen as my mother kneels down on the tiled floor like
Christopher Smart
praying with strangers on a cobbled London street, kneels here
in broad daylight
singing a "glorious hosanna from the den"
as nurses and orderlies and patients rolling their l.V. stands
behind them like luggage
stall and stare into the room and smile finally and shuffle off,
having heard God's great goodness lifted up
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on my mother's tongue, each face transformed for a moment
by ridicule
or sympathy before disappearing into the shunt-light of the
hallway,
listen for Him in the snap and jerk of my roommate's curtain
as he draws it open
to look and look at my singing mother and her silent choir
and to wink at me with an understanding that passeth peace,
this kind, skeletal man
suffering from endstage heart disease who loves science fiction
and okra,
who on my first night here read aloud his grandson's Torah-
Haftorah bar mitzvah speech to me,
. . In my Haftorah portion, the Lord takes Ezekiel to a val-
ley full of bones,
the Lord commands him to prophesy over the bones so they
will become people . .
and solemnly recited the entire text of the candlelighting
ceremony,
"I would like to light the 1st candle in memory of Grandma
Ruth for whom I was named,
I would like Grandma Dot and Grandpa Dan to come up and
light the 2nd candle.
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I would like Aunt Mary Ann and my Albuquerque cousins
Alanna and Susanna to come up and light the 3rd
candle . . ./'
his voice rising steadily through the vinegary smell and brutal
hush in the room,
may the Lord hear our listening. His word like matchlight
cupped to a cigarette
the instant before the intake of breath, like the smokeclouds
pooled in the lit tobacco
before flooding the lungs and bloodstream, filtering into pith
and marrow,
may He see Himself again in the hemophiliac's motorcycle
on a certain Sunday in 1975 — Hidden Hills Raceway, Gallipo-
lis, Ohio,
a first moto holeshot and wire-to-wire win, a miraculously be-
nign sideswipe early on in the second moto
bending the handlebars and front brake lever before the pos-
sessed rocketing up through the pack
to finish third after passing Brian Kloser on his tricked-out
Suzuki RM125
mid-air over the grandstand double-jump — ,
may His absence arrive like that again here in this hygienic
room,
not with the rush of a peaked power band or big air over the
jumps
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but with the strange intuitive calm of that race, a stillness
somehow poised
in the body even as it pounded and blasted and held its line
across the washboard track,
may His silence plague us like that again, a sun-shot warming
the ocean of snow inside our hearts,




Such syntax the birds work
out with the worm's name, or varietal berries
they pick up
in surprise because hunger's
only the osmotic
clotting between the bird & the thing
in an exchange of cells,
& each chirp that seems so private
begins as neural ghost
the thing eaten first speaks,
the way my father spoke
two years to cancer as it fluttered
around his kidneys,
pecking & pecking in reply until glut
became a kind of cure
from which he died, expecting wings
to lift away the pain.
Which of us is worthy even of the sparrow?
My mother forgave birds
because she couldn't admit them
as metaphor, though she wasn't in our yard
when the jay screamed
the only meaning it had
to our son's fish not to my wife
who, hearing the phone
& not the jay, going for that call
& not the goldfish
in its bowl she'd left outside to wash.
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agreed to the jay's hunger — deft
& delighted to maim,
how the jay must've hopped in slow self-arousal!
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ANNA KARENINA
Garbo's 1935 "Anna" shows
her in chrysalis preparing to open
her bloodied wings
against the train wheel a shivering trainman
has tapped & tapped again
for soundness.
Levin taps at her portrait
in her late Part 7 epiphany;
he may think of oleographs
of the saints
before whom those sicker still of placebos
cure. Tolstoy, who was Anna
& Levin both, kept them two &
virtuoso in their different
cries — what gestures you & I took
reading it all that first Chicago
winter of our marriage,
wind in the plastic I'd nailed
over all windows, such cold, & snow
the irregular nub-grain in linen.
Our dilettante poverty, our stock soups
&L bakery seconds,
metaphors. Marriage, like Schnabel
says of playing Mozart ". . . too easy
for children, too difficult
for adults." Forgive that
betrayal, my adult sneer
which was to tell you Tolstoy died
mean & Jesus-ridden,
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at 80 denying his wife,
fleeing her in winter, 3 days by foot
&, like Anna, by train:
I was a new husband,
poised to fail
you & you an anarchy of desires.
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Li Shang-yin
UNTITLED LOVE POEM I
Your coming was a hollow promise
and your going left no trace
the slant moon clears the roof
the bell sounds out the hour before dawn
dreams of long separations
breathless cries, hard to get out
a letter written in haste
before the ink had time to thicken
candlelight on a golden quilt
decorated with kingfishers
musky odors drifting through
lotus-embroidered bed curtains
Prince Charming already resented
the long trek to the magic peak —
now, range upon range before him
the mountains crowd the distance.
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UNTITLED LOVE POEM II
The east wind sighs
and brings a misty rain
we meet by the lily pond
faint thunder in the distance
the gold toad bites the lock
that shuts away the incense
a jade tiger holds the pulley
of the rope above the well
remember the lady who peeped through the screen
to see the handsome young man?
remember the goddess who gave a pillow
to the famous prince of Wei?
hearts shouldn't try to be flowers
that just keep opening up
for every inch of longing
they make an inch of ashes.
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UNTITLED LOVE POEM III
Hard for us to meet
harder still to part
it's true the east wind's stopped
but now the flowers have withered
the silkworm born in spring
will spin thread till it dies
the candle will stop weeping
only when it's burned down
mornings she looks in the mirror
to see if her hair has changed
evenings she chants sad poems
as the bright moon grows colder
the land of heart's desire
is never far away
bluebird, go find out the path —
show us how to get there!
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UNTITLED LOVE POEM IV
The stars last night
the wind last night!
painted chamber to the west
cassia hall to the east
bodies are not phoenixes
to rise and soar away
hearts are linked by the magic line
that runs through a unicorn's horn
we played at Find the Button
sitting close in a spring wine glow
we acted charades on different teams
as the candles flickered red
oh no! the drum boomed out
calling me to duty
off I rode to the Foreign Office
a tumbleweed on the wind.
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UNTITLED LOVE POEM V
Heavy curtains hang in the house
of the Woman of No Sorrows
lying in bed
feeling the long night's passing
a whole life in the arms of a goddess?
that was nothing but a dream
no lover has ever entered
the house of the Little Maid
indifferent waves and winds
punish the water chestnut
only dew and moonlight
can sweeten the cassia leaves
love is a total waste of time
you and I know that
but there's something about its madness
that opens the eyes and clears the mind!
translated by David Young
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Charles Wright
LINES ON SEEING A PHOTOGRAPH FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THIRTY YEARS
It's 1959,
black horn rims and duffle coats,
Black stockings.
Lake Garda, Punto San Vigilio.
Deep winter.
Waves like shark fins beyond the archway.
I have my motif
but haven't broken it down yet.
Lakescape and memory. Waterscald.
San Vigilio crooks like a little finger into the lake
Just above Garda.
Oliveshine, leaf click.
Wind from Salo, clouds from Salo,
Shadows from west to east on the lake's back and land's back.
Always from west to east, water reeds
Feathery half-brown,
stiff in the wavelap's nudge and spray.
Ingrid and Charles, Italianate
on the stone steps.
Behind their fixed stares.
Nothing is turning its palms up, nothing is starting to roll
Out of their future like a charred wheel.
Only the water moves behind their backs,
constant and fin-like.
Begging the question, begging the scene.
There's no indication of time's brush
And time's ink that will transfigure them
Into the lakescape's lock box
of sepia half-tones.
Half lost and half forgotten.
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And no indication of what loonas
Behind the photographer's back,
at ease and pulling its ghost gloves on.
Memories never lie still.
They circle the landscape
Like hawks on the wind.
Turning and widening, their centers cut loose and
disappearing.
Tiny cracks in the mind's sky.
Sheenlines, afterglint.
The world is small and blue.
These are the lights we look for.
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LOOKING OUTSIDE THE CABIN WINDOW,
I REMEMBER A LINE BY LI PO
The river winds through the wilderness,
Li Po said
of another place and another time.
It does so here as well, sliding its cargo of dragon scales
To gutter under the snuff
of marsh willow and tamarack.
Mid-morning, Montana high country.
Jack snipe poised on the scarred fence post.
Pond water stilled and smoothed out.
Swallows dog-fighting under the fast-moving storm clouds.
Expectantly empty, green as a pocket, the meadow waits
For the wind to rise and fill it,
first with a dark hand
Then with the rain's loose silver
A second time and a third
as the day doles out its hours.
Sunlight reloads and richochets off the window glass.
Behind the cloud scuts,
inside the blue aorta of the sky.
The River of Heaven flows
With its barge of stars,
waiting for darkness and a place to shine.
We who would see beyond seeing
see only language, that burning field.
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AFTER READING TU FU, I GO
OUTSIDE TO THE DWARF ORCHARD
East of me, west of me, full summer.
How deeper than elsewhere the dusk is in your own yard.
Birds fly back and forth across the lawn
looking for home
As night drifts up like a little boat.
Day after day, I become of less use to myself.
Like this mockingbird,
I flit from one thing to the next.
What do I have to look forward to at 54?
Tomorrow is dark.
Day-after-tomorrow is darker still.
The sky dogs are whimpering.
Fireflies are dragging the hush of evening
up from the damp grass.




A WONDER OF THE WORLD
It is just now coming into view.
You can begin to make out its westerly corner
and you are now getting some idea of its dimensions.
As we continue to maintain this heading
more of it will gradually be revealed,
the mountain appearing to step aside to permit a fuller view.
At this point you can see a great deal of it.
It is more colossal than you had expected,
and you were not at all prepared for its look
of almost archaeological seriousness
as if you should be wearing steel-rimmed spectacles
in order to view it properly.
Now you are able to see the whole thing, in moonlight!
Nothing is standing between you and it
except an immeasurable volume of salty night air.
It looks different than it does in photographs
and it is nothing like what you had imagined,
but there it is, motionless, unavoidable, real.
It is enough to make you reach for the locket
in which you carry your picture of the world
as you glide closer and closer to it
over the cold streaming surface of these waters.
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CANDLE HAT
In most self-portraits it is the face that dominates:
Cezanne is a pair of eyes swimming in brushstrokes.
Van Gogh stares out of a halo of swirling darkness,
Rembrandt looks relieved as if he were taking a breather
from painting 'The Blinding of Samson/'
But in this one Goya stands well back from the mirror
and is seen posed in the clutter of his studio
addressing a canvas tilted back on a tall easel.
He appears to be smiling out at us as if he knew
we would be amused by the extraordinary hat on his head
which is fitted around the brim with candle holders,
a device that allowed him to work into the night.
You can only wonder what it would be like
to be wearing such a chandelier on your head
as if you were a walking dining room or concert hall.
But once you see this hat there is no need to read
any biography of Goya or to memorize his dates.
To understand Goya you only have to imagine him
lighting the candles one by one, then placing
the hat on his head, ready for a night of work.
Imagine him surprising his wife with his new invention
then laughing like a birthday cake when she saw the glow.
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Imagine him flickering through the rooms of his house
with all the shadows flying across the walls.
Imagine a lost traveller knocking on his door
one dark night in the hill country of Spain.
"'Come in," he would say, "I was just painting myself,"
as he stood in the doorway holding up the wand of a brush,
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